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Abstract
Although it is often used in the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems,
application of massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) over the orthogonal time frequency
space (OTFS) modulation could suffer from enormous training overhead in high mobility scenarios.
In this paper, we propose one uplink-aided high mobility downlink channel estimation scheme for
the massive MIMO-OTFS networks. Specifically, we firstly formulate the time domain massive MIMO-
OTFS signal model along the uplink and adopt the expectation maximization based variational Bayesian
(EM-VB) framework to recover the uplink channel parameters including the angle, the delay, the Doppler
frequency, and the channel gain for each physical scattering path. Correspondingly, with the help of the
fast Bayesian inference, one low complex approach is constructed to overcome the bottleneck of the
EM-VB. Then, we fully exploit the angle, delay and Doppler reciprocity between the uplink and the
downlink and reconstruct the angles, the delays, and the Doppler frequencies for the downlink massive
channels at the base station. Furthermore, we examine the downlink massive MIMO channel estimation
over the delay-Doppler-angle domain. The channel dispersion of the OTFS over the delay-Doppler
domain is carefully analyzed and is utilized to associate one given path with one specific delay-Doppler
grid if different paths of any user have distinguished delay-Doppler signatures. Moreover, when all
the paths of any user could be perfectly separated over the angle domain, we design the effective
path scheduling algorithm to map different users’ data into the orthogonal delay-Doppler-angle domain
resource and achieve the parallel and low complex downlink 3D channel estimation. For the general
case, we adopt the least square estimator with reduced dimension to capture the downlink delay-Doppler-
angle channels. Various numerical examples are presented to confirm the validity and robustness of the
proposed scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has become one of the most important en-
abling technologies for the 5-th generation (5G) and beyond wireless networks, due to its
tremendously improved spectral and energy efficiencies [1]–[6]. To fully exploit the advantages
of massive MIMO, a set of designed strategies have been proposed in reducing its implementation
cost and complexity [7]–[15]. However, in the high mobility scene, most of these methods do
not work effectively due to the rapid channel variation.
To overcome this challenge, there are many works about the time-varying massive MIMO
channels. Qin et al. proposed one effective time-varying massive MIMO channel estimation
scheme for the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system, where the complex
exponential basis expansion model (CE-BEM) was utilized for the representation of the time-
varying channels [16]. In [17], Zhao et al. designed a channel tracking method for massive
MIMO systems under both time-varying and spatial-varying circumstances, where the effective
dimension of the uplink (UL)/ the downlink (DL) channel was reduced by the spatial-temporal
basis expansion model. In [18], Guo et al. applied angle domain Doppler compensation for
high-mobility wideband massive MIMO UL communications, where the Doppler spread of the
equivalent UL channel after angle domain Doppler compensation was theoretically analyzed. In
[19], Ma et al. developed an expectation maximization (EM) based sparse Bayesian learning
(SBL) framework to learn the spatial and temporal parameters for the time-varying massive
MIMO channel model and applied a Kalman filter (KF) with reduced dimension for the channel
tracking. Furthermore, in [20], Li et al. expanded the work in [19], where they considered the
randomness of direction of arrivals (DOAs), focused on the imperfection of the reconstructed
parameters and proposed an optimal Bayesian Kalman filtering (OBKF) method along DL.
However, The aforementioned methods only consider the block-fading channel, i.e., the channel
only changes from block to block. This assumption is reasonable in low velocity scenario, but
may be not applicable in the high speed scenarios.
Meanwhile, the massive MIMO channels may experience the frequency-selective fading, and
OFDM is usually adopted. However, for the high-mobility scenarios, OFDM may possess the
significant inter-carrier interference (ICI) due to the Doppler spread of the time-variant channels,
which then severely degrades the system performance. To deal with this problem, Hadani et
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Fig. 1. The modulation and demodulation for OTFS.
al. designed a novel two-dimensional modulation technique called orthogonal time frequency
space (OTFS) modulation [21]. Fig. 1 shows the OTFS architecture [22]. As the newly proposed
modulation/demodulation technique, OTFS can be achieved through adding some function blocks
to the OFDM scheme, i.e., adding a pre-processing block before a traditional OFDM modulator
and a corresponding post-processing block after a traditional OFDM demodulator. With the help
of the pre-processing and post-processing blocks, the time-variant channels are converted into
the time-independent channels in the delay-Doppler domain. Therefore, the information bearing
data can be multiplexed over the roughly constant channels in the delay-Doppler domain. At the
same time, the transmitted data in OTFS systems can take full advantage of the diversity for the
frequency-time channels. In this way, OTFS can improve the system performance over OFDM
in the high-mobility scenarios [22]. Hence, OTFS has attracted many researchers’ attentions in
recent years.
Murali et al. investigated OTFS modulation for communication over high mobility channels
[23]. They utilized the markov chain monte carlo (MCMC) sampling techniques to construct a
low complex detection method and a PN pilot sequence based channel estimation scheme in the
delay-Doppler domain. In [24], Raviteja et al. proposed embedded pilot-aided channel estimation
schemes for OTFS. Raviteja et al. derived the explicit input-output relation and developed one
novel low complex message passing algorithm for joint interference cancellation and symbol
detection [25]. In [26], Shen et al. proposed a 3D sparse signal model for the DL massive
MIMO channel estimation, which was formulated as the sparse signal recovery problem.
In this paper, we apply OTFS for the massive MIMO network. Within the traditional massive
MIMO-OFDM, the digital precoders can be placed at different sub-carriers to capture the channel
diversity in the frequency domain. Nevertheless, the digital precoders for the massive MIMO-
OTFS may happen in the delay-Doppler domain. In this scenario, the base station (BS) should
achieve the channel state information (CSI) in the delay-Doppler domain. Moreover, the users
4also need the corresponding CSI to implement decoding in the delay-Doppler domain. Hence,
we will focus on the channel estimation along DL over the massive MIMO-OTFS. Firstly,
we introduce the high mobility massive MIMO channel model and the massive MIMO-OTFS
scheme. Then, we develop the time domain massive MIMO-OTFS signal model for the UL,
where the angle off-grid is considered. The expectation maximization based variational Bayesian
(EM-VB) framework is adopted to recover the UL channel parameters including the angles, the
delays, the Doppler frequencies, and the channel gains for all scattering paths. To avoid the huge
complexity caused by the large matrix inversion, we design the low complex EM-VB to fully
exploit the fast Bayesian inference. Thanks to the angle, delay, and Doppler reciprocity between
the UL and the DL even in the frequency division duplex (FDD) mode, we can reconstruct the
DL parameters including the angles, the delays, and the Doppler frequencies at BS. Furthermore,
we examine the DL channel estimation over the delay-Doppler-angle domain. The case, where
different scattering paths of any user possess distinguished delay-Doppler signatures, is examined
to illustrate the channel dispersion property of the OTFS over the delay-Doppler domain. Under
the scenario where all paths of any user are perfectly separated over the angle domain, a effective
path scheduling algorithm is proposed to parallel implement the DL 3D channel recovering for
the multiple users. For the general case, we utilize the achieved delay-Doppler-angle signatures
to construct one least square (LS) estimator with reduced dimension to capture the DL delay-
Doppler-angle channels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces high mobility massive
MIMO channels and describes the massive MIMO-OTFS scheme. In Section III, we extract UL
channel parameters with the EM-VB method and construct the low complex EM-VB. In Section
IV, we recover the DL channel parameters at BS and analyze the DL massive MIMO channel
estimation over the delay-Doppler-angle domain. The simulation results are presented in Section
V, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations: We use lowercase (uppercase) boldface to denote vector (matrix). (·)T , (·)∗, and
(·)H represent the transpose, the complex conjugate and the Hermitian transpose, respectively.
IN represents a N ×N identity matrix. 1N represents a N × 1 all-one vector. δ(·) is the Dirac
delta function. E{·} is the expectation operator. We use tr{·}, det{·} and rank{·} to denote
the trace, the determinant, and the rank of a matrix, respectively. [X]ij is the (i, j)-th entry of
X. [X]:,Q (or [X]Q,:) is the submatrix of X and contains the columns (or rows) with the index
set Q. xQ is the sub-vector of x formed by the entries with the index set Q. |Q| denotes that
all elements of the set Q take their absolute value. ‖Q‖ represents the number of elements in
5the set Q. ‖x‖ denotes the modulus of the vector x. n ∼ CN (0, IN) means that n is complex
circularly-symmetric Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance IN . bxc denotes the
smallest integer no less than x, while dxe represents the largest integer no more than x. \ is the
set subtraction operation. <(x) is the real component of x and =(x) is the image component of
x. diag(X) is a column vector formed by the diagonal elements of X.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. High Mobility Massive MIMO Channel Model
In this work, we consider a single-cell massive MIMO system in the high-mobility scenarios.
The BS serves K users who are randomly distributed in the cell. The BS is equipped with a
uniform linear array (ULA), which contains M antenna elements and M  K, and each user is
equipped with single antenna. The wireless signal can reach the user side along the line of sight
paths or can be reflected by multiple scatterers, which means that the channel links between
the BS and the users subject to the frequency-selective fading. Due to the users’ mobility, the
channels vary with respect to the time, i.e., the channel links experience the time-selective fading.
Along DL, we assume there are P scattering paths, and each scatter path corresponds to one
direction of departure (DOD), one Doppler frequency shift, and one time delay. Denote θk,p(r)
as a DOD for the p-th path of user k at time r, and the corresponding antenna array spatial
steering vector can be defined as:
a(θk,p(r)) = [1, e
2pi
d sin(θk,p(r))
λ , . . . , e2pi(M−1)
d sin(θk,p(r))
λ ]T , (1)
where d is antenna spacing of the BS, and λ is the carrier wavelength for DL. Hence, from the
geometric channel model, the time-varying DL channels at time r between BS and the user k
can be denoted by
hk,l(r) =
P∑
p=1
hk,pe
2piνk,prTsδ(lTs − τk,p)a(θk,p(r)), (2)
where hk,p, τk,p and νk,p represent the channel gain, delay and Doppler shift for the p-th path
of the user k, respectively, the index l denotes the index along the delay domain, r represents
the time index, δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function, and Ts is the system sampling period.
Furthermore, we suppose that τk,p = r1Ts, where r1 is one integer number. However, the θk,p(r)
keeps relatively constant within a quite long time interval. For example, let us suppose the user
moves at the speed of 200 km/h, and the distance between BS and user is 500 m. Within 15
ms, the user can move only 0.83 m at most. Then the change of DoD seen by the BS is less
6than 0.1◦, which is quite small. Thus, we can omit the time index r of the angle. Obviously,
hk,l(r) can be determined by the P parameter sets {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,p}Pp=1, and each parameter
set corresponds to one propagation path.
B. Massive MIMO-OTFS Scheme
1) OTFS Modulation: At the m-th antenna, a data sequence of length LDND is rearranged
into a two-dimensional data block Xm ∈ CLD×ND , where LD and ND are the dimensions of the
delay domain and the Doppler domain, respectively. And it is called a two-dimensional OTFS
block in the delay-Doppler domain.
First, we apply the inverse symmetric finite Fourier transform (ISFFT) for the pre-processing
block and obtain the data block X˜m in the time-frequency domain as X˜m = FLDXmF
H
ND
, where
FLD ∈ CLD×LD and FND ∈ CND×ND are normalized discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices,
and their entries can be denoted as [FND ]p,q =
1√
ND
e
− 2pipq
ND .
Then, taking the LD-point inverse DFT (IDFT) on each column of X˜m, we can obtain the
transmitting signal block Sm ∈CLD×ND as Sm = FHLDX˜m, where Sm = [sm,0, · · · , sm,ND−1] and
sm,j represents the LD×1 vector. Each column of Sm can be regarded as an OFDM symbol. Thus,
with respect to one specific delay-Doppler block Xm, there are ND OFDM symbols {sm,j}ND−1j=0 .
Moreover, the transmitted signal block Sm can be rewritten as Sm = XmFHND .
In order to avoid the inter-symbol interference between blocks, the OFDM modulator usu-
ally adds cyclic prefix (CP) for each OFDM symbol sm,j . Therefore, we can obtain the one-
dimensional transmitting signal sm ∈ C(LD+Lcp)ND×1 over the time domain as sm = vec{AcpSm},
where Acp =
[
[ILD ]
T
LD−Lcp:LD−1,:, I
T
LD
]T ∈ C(LD+Lcp)×LD is the CP addition matrix, and Lcp is
the length of CP. Then, sm occupies bandwidth LD 4 f with duration NDT , where 4f and
T = (LD + Lcp)Ts are the subcarrier spacing and the OFDM symbol period, respectively.
2) OTFS Demodulation: After sm passing through the time-varying DL channels, user k can
receive the (LD + Lcp)ND × 1 signal vector zk. Firstly, we rearrange zk as a two-dimensional
matrix Zk ∈ C(LD+Lcp)×ND , i.e., Zk = unvec{zk}, where each column vector of Zk can be
regarded as one received OFDM symbol with CP. Then, multiplying Zk with the CP removal
matrix Arcp =
[
0LD×Lcp , ILD
]
, we can obtain the OFDM received symbols ArcpZk without CPs.
With the LD-point DFT on the OFDM received symbols, the received two-dimensional block
Y˜k in the time-frequency domain can be written as Y˜k = FLDArcpZk.
Finally, with the SFFT operation in post-processing block, Y˜k is transformed to the two-
dimensional data block Yk ∈ CLD×ND in the delay-Doppler domain as Yk = FHLDY˜kFND . Then
the received two-dimensional block Y˜k can be rewritten as Yk = ArcpZkFND .
73) Simple Representation of the Received Signal: According to [26], the (i, j + ND/2)-th
entry of Yk, i.e., yk,i,j+ND/2, can be denoted as
[Yk]i,j+ND/2 ≈
M−1∑
m=0
LD−1∑
i′=0
ND/2−1∑
j′=−ND/2
xi′,j′+ND/2,mh˜k,(i−i′)LD ,〈j−j′〉,me
2pi
i(j−j′)
ND(LD+Lcp) +wk,i,j+ND/2, (3)
where (i−i′)LD is the remainder after division of i−i′ by LD, 〈j−j′〉 denotes (j−j′+ND/2)ND−
ND/2, xi′,j′+ND/2,m is the (i
′, j′+ND/2)-th element of Xm, and h˜k,i,j,m is the equivalent channel
over the delay-Doppler-space domain, i=0, 1, . . . , LD−1, j=−ND/2, . . . , 0, . . . , ND/2−1. Here,
it is assumed that wk,i,j+ND/2 is complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance σ
2,
and is independent from element to element. Moveover, h˜k,i,j,m can be derived from (2) as
h˜k,i,j,m =
1
ND
ND∑
n=1
[hk,i ((n− 1)(LD + Lcp) + 1)]m e−2pi(n−1)
j
ND
=
1
ND
P∑
p=1
hk,pe
2piνk,pTs
sin(pi(νk,pNDT − j))
sin(pi
(νk,pNDT−j)
ND
)
e
pi
(νk,pNDT−j)(ND−1)
ND δ(iTs − τk,p)e2pim
d sin θk,p
λ .
(4)
Similar to [19], [20], [27], we can utilize the spatial DFT operation to dig the channel sparsity
caused by the massive antennas. Explicitly, taking the normalized DFT along the antenna index
m, we can derive the delay-Doppler-angle domain channel h¯k,i,j,q (q=−M2 , . . . , 0, . . . , M2 −1) as
h¯k,i,j,q ,
1√
M
M−1∑
m=0
h˜k,i,j,me
−2pi qm
M ,
=
1
ND
√
M
P∑
p=1
hk,pe
2piνk,pTs
sin(pi(νk,pNDT − j))
sin(pi
(νk,pNDT−j)
ND
)
e
pi
(νk,pNDT−j)(ND−1)
ND
× δ(iTs − τk,p)
sin(pi(M
d sin θk,p
λ
− q))
sin(pi
M
d sin θk,p
λ
−q
M
)
epi
(M
d sin θk,p
λ
−q)(M−1)
M . (5)
From the above equation, it can be checked that h¯k,i,j,q has dominant elements only if
i ≈ τk,pLD4f , j ≈ νk,pNDT and q ≈ M d sin θk,pλ , and each dominant element corresponds to
one specific parameter set {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,p}. Thus, there are only P dominant values among
MLDND elements, which means that h¯k,i,j,q is sparse over the delay-Doppler-angle domain as
shown in Fig. 2.
From (3), it can be checked that xi,j,m experiences roughly constant channel h˜k,i,j,m in the
delay-Doppler domain and is affected by the equivalent channel h˜k,i,j,m. Moreover, from (5),
it can be found that h˜k,i,j,m can be equivalently expressed by the sparse delay-Doppler-angle
domain channel h¯k,i,j,q, which can be determined by the P parameter sets {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,p}Pp=1.
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Fig. 2. 3D sparse channel over the delay-Doppler-angle domain.
Thus, once we achieve the accurate information about the parameter sets, we can infer h¯k,i,j,q.
Theoretically, we can achieve h¯k,i,j,q in two ways: One way happens in the time-frequency domain
to achieve the P parameter sets, while the other way works in the delay-Doppler-angle domain
to directly recover h¯k,i,j,q. However, directly recovering h¯k,i,j,q from DL needs powerful sparse
signal recovery methods with high computation burden and large training overhead, which is
because the non-zero elements among h¯k,i,j,q are unknown. Thus, in the following, we propose
UL-aided DL channel estimation framework, which fully exploits the angle, the delay, and the
Doppler reciprocity between UL and DL, even in the FDD mode.
III. SBL-BASED CHANNEL PARAMETER CAPTURING ALONG UL
Along UL, different users separately send short training sequences to BS, and BS captures the
P parameter sets {τulk,p, νulk,p, θulk,p, hulk,p}Pp=1 for different users in the time-frequency domain, where
the superscript “ul” denotes UL variables. Secondly, at BS we try to construct the corresponding
DL parameter sets and the related h¯k,i,j,q. Meanwhile, we can acquire the exact locations of P
nonzero elements in h¯k,i,j,q, and send low-overhead training to estimate the P nonzero delay-
Doppler-angle domain channels at different users.
A. UL Transmission Model
With the P parameter sets {τulk,p, νulk,p, θulk,p, hulk,p}Pp=1, we can define UL channel of the user k as
hulk,l(r) =
P∑
p=1
hulk,pe
2piνulk,prTsδ(lTs − τulk,p)aul(θulk,p), (6)
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where aul(θulk,p) =
[
1, e2pi
d sin(θulk,p)
λul , . . . , e2pi(M−1)
d sin(θulk,p)
λul
]T
is spatial steering vector correspond-
ing to BS antenna array and λul is the carrier wavelength for the UL.
During the parameter extraction along UL, each user sends short training sequence to BS.
The sequences from different users are orthogonal in the time domain. As shown in Fig. 3,
the starting time of the training sequence for user 1 is n1Ts and the length of each training is
(Lcp +Nt)Ts, where n1 is one integer number, Lcp is the length of CP and Nt is the number of
valid points. The beginning time for the training of the user k is (n1 + (Lcp +Nt)(k − 1))Ts, k =
1, 2, . . . , K. Without loss of generality, we assume that each user utilizes the same training tcp =
[tNt−Lcp , tNt−Lcp+1, . . . , tNt−1, t
T ]T ∈ C(Nt+Lcp)×1 along the UL, where t = [t0, t1, . . . , tNt−1]T ,
and σ2p = ‖t‖2 represents the training power. Then, BS receives the training sequences of
the user k within the time interval [(n1 + (Lcp +Nt)(k − 1))Ts, (n1 + (Lcp +Nt)k − 1)Ts]. It
can be checked that the output of the M antennas at the first Lcp time samples in this time
interval corresponds to the CP part. Hence, we will discard these samples and collect the output
of BS’s antennas at time (n1 + (Lcp +Nt)(k − 1) + Lcp + n)Ts into the M × 1 vector yulk,n,
n = 0, 1, . . . , Nt − 1.
With (6), the received vector yulk,n can be denoted as
yulk,n =
P∑
p=1
hulk,pe
2piνulk,p(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp+n)Tst(n−τulk,p/Ts)Nta
ul(θulk,p) + vk,n, (7)
where M × 1 vector vk,n represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at the
M receiving antennas with zero mean and the covariance matrix σ2IM . Moreover, vk,n1 is
independent on vk,n2 , when n1 6= n2.
Then, we construct the uniform sampling grids {ϑ0, ϑ1, · · · , ϑN−1} and [0, Ts, . . . , (L− 1)Ts]
over the angle and delay domain, respectively, where N and L are the number of the angle domain
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and that of delay domain grids, respectively. Notice that L should be greater than τulk,p/Ts. With
this assumption, we can construct one N × L sparse matrix Gulk to map P nonzero channel
gains {hulk,p}Pp=1 onto N angle and L delay grids. If we know the exact information about the
{τulk,p, νulk,p, θulk,p, hulk,p}Pp=1, we can determine the locations of the nonzero entries in Gulk and their
values. For example, if {τulk,1, νulk,1, θulk,1, hulk,1} is available, we find the nearest point with τulk,1
among all the delay grids and label its corresponding grid as l∗1Ts. Similarly, the closest point
with θulk,1 is chosen among all the angle grids and is denoted as ϑn∗1 . Then, it can be concluded
that [Gulk ]n∗1,l∗1 = h
ul
k,1. On the contrary, if all the nonzero elements in G
ul
k is found, we can obtain
their related channel parameter sets. For example, if [Gulk ]n∗1,l∗1 is nonzero, we have τ
ul
k,1 = l
∗
1Ts,
θk,1 = ϑn∗1 . Moreover, for user k, the grid [0, Ts, . . . , (L − 1)Ts] corresponds to L × 1 Doppler
shift vector υulk = [υ
ul
k,0, υ
ul
k,1, . . . , υ
ul
k,L−1]
T , k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
Before proceeding, we define Nt × 1 vector exp(υulk,l) and L× 1 vector expin(υulk ) as
exp(υulk,l) = [1, e
2piυulk,lTs , . . . , e2piυ
ul
k,l(Nt−1)Ts ]T ,
expin(υ
ul
k ) = [e
2piυulk,0(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts , . . . , e2piυ
ul
k,L−1(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts ]T , (8)
where l=0, 1, . . . , L−1. Then, we collect yulk,0, . . . ,yulk,Nt−1 into the matrix Yulk =[yulk,0, . . . ,yulk,Nt−1]T .
With Gulk and taking some mathematical operations in (7), we can denote Y
ul
k as
Yulk =
[
aul(ϑ0) · · · aul(ϑN−1)
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aul
Gulk diag(expin(υ
ul
k ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
G˜ulk

expT (υulk,0)
(
tTJ0
)
...
expT (υulk,L−1)
(
tTJL−1
)
+ Vk, (9)
where Jl ∈ CNt×Nt is l cyclic shift matrix with first column as the canonical basis vector
elNt=[INt ]:,(−l)Nt , and the M×Nt noise matrix Vk=[vk,0,vk,1, . . . ,vk,Nt−1]. Moreover, the M×N
dictionary matrix Aul and the equivalent sparse matrix G˜ulk have been given in the above equation.
Nonetheless, in the practical system, the Doppler shift is much smaller than the sampling rate
1/Ts. For example, for the system with carrier frequency 6 GHz, Nt = 40 and 1/Ts = 20 MHz,
when the user moves at the speed 300 km/h, the maximum phase accumulation within NtTs
interval is 0.021, which is much smaller than 1. Thus, we can utilize the Taylor series expansion
to approximate exp(υulk,l) as
exp(υulk,l) ≈
[
1, 1 + 2piTsυ
ul
k,l, . . . , 1 + 2pi(Nt − 1)Tsυulk,l
]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
expap(υ
ul
k,l)
, (10)
where the Nt× 1 vector expap(υulk,l) is defined. Plugging the above result into (9), we can obtain
11
Yulk = A
ulG˜ulk

expTap(υ
ul
k,0)
(
tTJ0
)
...
expTap(υ
ul
k,L−1)
(
tTJL−1
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Culk
+Vk, (11)
where the L×Nt matrix Culk is denoted in the above equation.
As presented in (9), the dictionary Aul is constructed with the uniform angle grids {ϑ0, . . . , ϑN−1}.
Correspondingly, the true DOA set for the P UL scattering pathes is {θulk,1, . . . , θulk,P}. In practice,
the DOAs may not locate exactly on the predefined spatial grids, and the direction mismatch
happens. Under such case, we can approximate the practical steering vector aul(θulk,p) with the
linear expansion as
aul(θulk,i) ≈ aul(ϑni) + bul(ϑni)(θulk,i − ϑni), (12)
where ϑni is the nearest angle grid to the true DOA θ
ul
k,i, a
ul(ϑni) is the steering vector on grid
point ϑni and b
ul(ϑni) is derivative of a
ul(ϑni) with respect to ϑni , i.e., b
ul(ϑni) =
(
aul(ϑni)
)′.
With the off-grid taken into consideration, (11) can be rewritten as
Yulk =
(
Aul + Buldiag(βulk )
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A˜ulk
G˜ulk C
ul
k + Vk, (13)
where Bul = [bul(ϑ0), . . . ,bul(ϑN−1)], βulk = [β
ul
k,0, . . . , β
ul
k,N−1]
T , and the M ×N matrix A˜ulk is
given in the above equation. Moreover, it can be assumed that the elements in βulk are independent
identical distribution (i.i.d.) according to the uniform distribution within the region [− r
2
, r
2
] , where
r is the grid interval for the uniform grid set ϑ, i.e., r = ϑn − ϑn−1, 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1.
After constructing the observation model (13), we turn the recovering of the P parameter
sets {τulk,p, νulk,p, θulk,p, hulk,p}Pp=1 into the estimation of the sparse matrix G˜ulk , the basis vector βulk ,
and the corresponding Doppler shift vector υulk = [υ
ul
k,0, υ
ul
k,1, . . . , υ
ul
k,L−1]
T . Then, the UL channel
parameter extraction can be treated as sparse recovery problem, where the SBL framework can
achieve the robust result [28]. Therefore, we will adopt a SBL framework to implement this task
in the next subsection.
B. Probabilistic Models of the SBL Framework
In the following, we will give the detailed probabilistic models for our problem. From (13),
we can obtain yulk,n as
yulk,n = A˜
ul
k G˜
ul
k
[
Culk
]
:,n
+ vk,n. (14)
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Hence, with the given βulk , υ
ul
k , the conditional probability distribution function (PDF) of y
ul
k,n
on G˜ulk can be written as
p
(
yulk,n|G˜ulk ;βulk ,υulk
)
= CN
(
A˜ulk G˜
ul
k
[
Culk
]
:,n
, σ2IM
)
. (15)
Before proceeding, let us define the NL×1 vector gulk = vec(G˜ulk ). With the property equation
A˜ulk G˜
ul
k [C
ul
k ]:,n = (
[
Culk
]T
:,n
⊗ A˜ulk )vec(G˜ulk ) , (14) can be reformulated as
yulk,n = Φk,ng
ul
k + vk,n, (16)
where Φk,n =
[
Culk
]T
:,n
⊗ A˜ulk ∈ CM×NL. Let us collect yulk,0,yulk,1, . . . ,yulk,Nt−1 into the NtM × 1
vector yulk = [(y
ul
k,0)
T , (yulk,1)
T , . . . , (yulk,Nt−1)
T ]T and construct the NtM × NL matrix Φk =[
(Φk,0)
T , · · · , (Φk,Nt−1)T
]T and the NtM×1 vector vk=[vTk,0, · · · ,vTk,Nt−1]T . Then, we can obtain
yulk = Φkg
ul
k + vk. (17)
With (15), it can be obtained that
p(yulk | gulk ;βulk ,υulk ) = CN
(
Φkg
ul
k , σ
2INtM
)
. (18)
Within the SBL framework [29], gulk can be hierarchically modeled in Fig. 4, where the
squares denote constant variables, the circles represent the hidden variables and the shaded
circles correspond to the observations. Here, we set the prior probability of gulk as the complex
Gaussian distribution with precision matrix Γk = diag(αk), where αk = [αk,0, · · · , αk,NL−1]T .
Then, the conditional PDF of gulk on αk can be written as
p(gulk | αk) = CN
(
0,Γ−1k
)
. (19)
Furthermore, αk,i is Gamma distributed as
p(αk,i)=Gamma(αk,i |ak, bk), for i=0, · · · , NL−1, (20)
where Gamma(αk,i|ak, bk)= b
ak
k
Γ(ak)
αak−1k,i exp{−bkαk,i}, Γ(ak) is the Gamma function, and ak and
bk are the constant parameters. If αk,i is Gamma distributed, p(αk,i) is the conjugate prior to the
the conditional PDF p([gulk ]i|αk,i), which can simplify the calculation of the posterior distribution.
Besides, through integrating out the hyperparameter αk,i, the marginal distribution of [gulk ]i is
a Student-t distribution [30]. With proper ak and bk in the Gamma distribution, the Student-t
distribution is strongly peaked about the origin [gulk ]i = 0, which assures the sparsity of g
ul
k .
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Fig. 4. Graphical model for UL channel estimation using SBL.
C. Solving SBL Using EM-VB
The goal of VB inference is to find a tractable variational distribution q(Hk) that closely
approximates p(Hk|yulk ) [32], [33]. Here, we denote all hidden variables as Hk = {G˜ulk ,αk}.
Within VB, q(Hk,i) can be achieved as
q (Hk,i) ∝ exp
{〈
ln p
(Hk,yulk )〉∼q(Hk,i)} , (21)
where 〈·〉∼q(Hk,i) denotes the expectation operation with respect to all factors except q(Hk,i).
With (21), we can derive the posterior statistics for each variable in Hk = {G˜ulk ,αk} through
the expectation step of EM-VB and further derive {βulk ,υulk } in the maximization step of EM-VB.
D. Expectation Step of EM-VB
In the expectation phase, we aim to find the approximate posterior distribution of q(gulk ) and
q(αk). Besides, βˆ
ul
k and υˆ
ul
k obtained from the maximization step are needed to evaluate the
estimation of Φk, i.e., Φˆk.
1) Estimation of q(gulk ): By applying (18) , (19) and (21), we can obtain q(g
ul
k ) as follows
q(gulk )∝exp
{
ln p(yulk |gulk ;βˆ
ul
k , υˆ
ul
k )+
〈
ln p(gulk |αk)
〉
q(αk)
}
∝ exp
{−(gulk − µk)HΣ−1k (gulk − µk)} , (22)
where gulk is complex Gaussian distributed with the mean and the covariance as
µk =
1
σ2
ΣkΦˆ
H
k y
ul
k , Σk =
(
1
σ2
Φˆ
H
k Φˆk + 〈Γk〉q(αk)
)−1
, (23)
and
〈
gulk
〉
q(gulk )
= µk can be used for deriving q(αk). From (23), we find that in order to obtain〈
gulk
〉
q(gulk )
, we need to derive 〈Γk〉q(αk) as follows.
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2) Estimation of q(αk): With (19) and (20), q(αk) can be calculated from (21) as
q(αk) ∝ exp
{〈
ln p(gulk | αk)
〉
q(gulk )
+ ln p(αk)
}
∝
NL−1∏
i=0
αak+1−1k,i exp
{
− (bk +
〈
[gulk ]
2
i
〉
q(gulk )
)αk,i
}
. (24)
Thus, αk,i subjects to Gamma(αk,i; a˜k, b˜k), where a˜k = ak + 1 and b˜k = bk +
〈[
gulk
]2
i
〉
q(gulk )
.
From the property of the Gamma distribution, we can obtain
〈αk,i〉q(αk) =
a˜k
b˜k
=
ak + 1
bk +
〈[
gulk
]2
i
〉
q(gulk )
, (25)
where ak and bk can be designed as a reasonable value, and
〈[
gulk
]2
i
〉
q(gulk )
is the i-th element
of diag(µkµHk + Σk). Finally, we can obtain
〈Γk〉q(αk) =diag
([ 〈αk,0〉q(αk),. . .,〈αk,NL−1〉q(αk)]T), (26)
which is needed in deriving
〈
gulk
〉
q(gulk )
.
E. Maximization Step of EM-VB
With (23) and the definitions of both G˜ulk and g
ul
k , we can achieve 〈G˜ulk 〉q(gulk ) as 〈G˜ulk 〉q(gulk ) =
[[µk]0:N−1, · · · , [µk](N−1)L:NL−1], which is needed in the derivation of both βulk and υulk .
1) Computing of βulk : In the maximization step of the EM-VB, β
ul
k can be estimated as
βˆ
ul
k = max
diag(βulk )
〈
ln p(Yulk | G˜ulk ;βulk ,υulk )
〉
q(gulk )
, (27)
which is equivalent to (28) as follows
βˆ
ul
k = min
βulk
〈{Nt−1∑
n=0
1
σ2
[
yulk,n −AulG˜ulk [Culk ]:,n −Buldiag(G˜ulk [Culk ]:,n)βulk
]H
·
[
yulk,n −AulG˜ulk [Culk ]:,n −Buldiag(G˜ulk [Culk ]:,n)βulk
]}〉
q(gulk )
(28)
Taking the derivation of the above equation and let it equal to zero with respect to βulk , we
have
βˆ
ul
k =
[
Nt−1∑
n=0
<
{
diag
((〈
G˜ulk
〉
q(gulk )
[Culk ]:,n
)H)
(Bul)HBuldiag
(〈
G˜ulk
〉
q(gulk )
[Culk ]:,n
)}]−1
·
Nt−1∑
n=0
<
{
diag
((〈
G˜ulk
〉
q(gulk )
[Culk ]:,n
)H)
(Bul)H
(
yulk,n −Aul
〈
G˜ulk
〉
q(gulk )
[Culk ]:,n
)}
. (29)
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2) Computing of υulk : Let us define the L × Nt matrix Dk =
[
(tTJ0)
T , · · · , (tTJL−1)T
]T .
Then, we can obtain Culk =
[
expap(υ
ul
k,0), . . . , expap(υ
ul
k,L−1)
]TDk and [Culk ]:,n = diag([Dk]:,n)×(
1L + 2pinTsυ
ul
k
)
.
Then the estimations of υulk can be given by
υˆulk = max
υulk
〈
Nt−1∑
n=0
ln p(yulk,n | G˜ulk ;βulk ,υulk )
〉
q(gulk )
, (30)
which is equivalent to (31) as follows
υˆulk =min
υulk
〈
Nt−1∑
n=0
{[
yulk,n−A˜ulk G˜ulk diag([Dk]:,n)
(
1L+2pinTsυ
ul
k
)]H
·
[
yulk,n−A˜ulk G˜ulk diag([Dk]:,n)
(
1L+2pinTsυ
ul
k
)]}〉
q(gulk )
= min
υulk
〈
Nt−1∑
n=0
{[
(2pinTs)
2(υulk )
Hdiag([Dk]H:,n)(G˜
ul
k )
H(A˜ulk )
HA˜ulk G˜
ul
k diag([Dk]:,n)υ
ul
k
−(2pinTs)(Oulk,n)HA˜ulk G˜ulk diag([Dk]:,n)υulk
+(2pinTs)(υ
ul
k )
Hdiag([Dk]H:,n)(G˜
ul
k )
H(A˜ulk )
HOulk,n
]}〉
q(gulk )
, (31)
and Oulk,n = y
ul
k,n − A˜ulk G˜ulk diag([Dk]:,n)1L in (31).
With the similar operations in deriving βˆ
ul
k , we can obtain
υˆulk = Π
−1
k ωk, (32)
where
Πk =
Nt−1∑
n=0
(2pinTs)<
{
diag([Dk]H:,n)
〈
G˜ulk
〉H
q(gulk )
(A˜ulk )
HA˜ulk
〈
G˜ulk
〉
q(gulk )
diag([Dk]:,n)
}
,
and
ωk =
Nt−1∑
n=0
=
{
diag([Dk]H:,n)
〈
G˜ulk
〉H
q(gulk )
(A˜ulk )
H
(
yulk,n−A˜ulk
〈
G˜ulk
〉
q(gulk )
diag([Dk]:,n)1L
)}
.
With {βˆulk , υˆulk } in the maximization step, we can update q(gulk ) and q(αk) to approximate
p
(
gulk |yulk
)
and p
(
αk|yulk
)
in (22) and (24), respectively. Furthermore, with q(gulk ) given in the
expectation step, we can separately obtain the estimation of βulk and υ
ul
k in (29), (32) during the
maximization step. Iteratively implementing both the expectation and the maximization steps,
we can separately obtain the estimation of gulk as gˆ
ul
k =
〈
gulk
〉
q(gulk )
. Correspondingly, the EM-VB
scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 UL parameter extraction of user k with EM-VB scheme
1: Input: Training vector t, hyper-parameters in {ak, bk}.
2: Initialize: Nmaxiter and the unknown vector set {βulk ,υulk }.
3: while lEM < Nmaxiter do
4: lEM = 1.
5: E-step:
6: Update gulk by (23).
7: Update αk by (25).
8: M-step:
9: Update βulk by (29).
10: Update υulk by (32).
11: lEM ← lEM + 1.
12: end while
13: return gulk , β
ul
k and υ
ul
k .
F. Low Complex EM-VB
The EM-VB in the previous subsection is mathematically reasonable and efficient. However,
it can be seen from (23) that EM-VB requires the inversion of NL×NL matrix at each iteration
step. In order to overcome this bottleneck, we will resort to the fast Bayesian inference to design
the low complex EM-VB, which also contains the expectation and the maximization steps [31].
Explicitly, within the expectation step, αk can be recovered through the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimator as
αˆk = max
αk
L(αk), s.t. α > 0, (33)
where
L(αk) = log p(yulk | αk; βˆ
ul
k , υˆ
ul
k )
=−[MNt log pi+log |σ2IMNt+ΦˆkΓ−1ΦˆHk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ξk
|+(yulk )H(σ2IMNt+ΦˆkΓ−1Φˆ
H
k )
−1yulk
]
, (34)
and Ξk is presented in the above equation. Moreover, instead of deriving all the elements of αk
in (24) within each expectation step of the EM-VB, only one entry in αk would be updated in
each iteration of the fast Bayesian inference.
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Before proceeding, we give the following matrix properties. From the matrix theory, Ξk in
(34) can be rewritten as
Ξk = σ
2IMNt +
∑
j 6=i
α−1k,j [Φˆk]:,j[Φˆk]
H
:,j + α
−1
k,i [Φˆk]:,i[Φˆk]
H
:,i
= Ξk,−i + α−1k,i [Φˆk]:,i[Φˆk]
H
:,i, (35)
where Ξk,−i contains all items of Ξk without the items related to αk,i. With the matrix inversion
lemma and the determinant property, we can obtain
Ξ−1k = Ξ
−1
k,−i −
Ξ−1k,−i[Φˆk]:,i[Φˆk]
H
:,iΞ
−1
k,−i
αk,i + [Φˆk]H:,iΞ
−1
k,−i[Φˆk]:,i
,
|Ξk| = |Ξk,−i||1 + α−1k,i [Φˆk]H:,iΞ−1k,−i[Φˆk]:,i|. (36)
Since only αk,i needs to be updated with the other elements of αk unchanging, we can
decompose the L(αk) as
L(αk) =L(αk,−i)+logαk,i−log(αk,i+[Φˆk]H:,iΞ−1k,−i[Φˆk]:,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
pk,i
) +
( qk,i︷ ︸︸ ︷
‖[Φˆk]H:,iΞ−1k,−iyulk ‖
)2
αk,i + [Φˆk]H:,iΞ
−1
k,−i[Φˆk]:,i
=L(αk,−i) + `(αk,i), (37)
where `(αk,i) = logαk,i− log(αk,i+pk,i)+ q
2
k,i
αk,i+pk,i
, L(αk,−i) is one function of the (NL−1)×1
vector αk,−i = [αk,0, . . . , αk,i−1, αk,i+1, . . . , αk,NL−1]T , and the terms pk,i and qk,i are defined in
the above equations. Notice that L(αk,−i), pk,i and qk,i do not depend on αk,i. Moreover, (36)
is utilized in the above derivation.
Then, with (33) and (37), for fixed αk,−i, αk,i can be estimated as
αˆk,i = max
αk,i
`(αk,i), s.t. αk,i > 0. (38)
Taking the derivative of `(αk,i) with respect to αk,i, we have
d`(αk,i)
dαk,i
=
1
αk,i
− 1
αk,i + pk,i
− q
2
k,i
(αk,i + pk,i)2
. (39)
With fixed αk,−i, αk,i can be updated as
αk,i =

p2k,i
q2k,i − pk,i
, if q2k,i > pk,i,
∞, if q2k,i 6 pk,i.
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Interestingly, αk,i = ∞ means that the variance of [hulk ]i is 0, and the column vector [Φˆk]:,i
has no contribution to the observation vector yulk . Hence, we can prune the basis [Φˆk]:,i out of
the observation signal space, which can effectively decrease the problem dimension.
Iteratively implementing the above steps from αk,0 to αk,NL−1, we can obtain the effective
signal observation space B = {[Φˆk]:,i|αk,i 6= ∞}, and collect all the column vectors in B to
form the matrix Φ̂
e
k. To clearly illustrate the updating process of αk, we use the superscript (l)
to represent the variables in the l-th iteration. According to the status of both α(l−1)k,i and B(l−1),
we have three operations in current l-th iteration. For α(l−1)k,i < ∞ and [q(l−1)k,i ]2 > p(l−1)k,i , which
means that [Φˆk]:,i belongs to B(l−1) within the (l−1)-th iteration , we have B(l) = B(l−1) and re-
estimate α(l)k,i as
[
p
(l−1)
k,i
]2
[
q
(l−1)
k,i
]2−p(l−1)k,i . For α
(l−1)
k,i =∞ and [q(l−1)k,i ]2 > p(l−1)k,i , which corresponds to the
case that [Φˆk]:,i does not lie in B(l−1), we should add [Φˆk]:,i into B(l), i.e., B(l) = {B(l−1), [Φˆk]:,i},
and update α(l)k,i as
[
p
(l−1)
k,i
]2
[
q
(l−1)
k,i
]2−p(l−1)k,i . If α
(l−1)
k,i <∞ and [q(l−1)k,i ]2 ≤ p(l−1)k,i , we can verify that [Φˆk]:,i
lies in B(l−1) but should not be put into B(l). So, we prune {[Φˆk]:,i} out of B(l−1) to obtain
B(l) = B(l−1)\{[Φˆk]:,i} and set α(l)k,i as ∞.
With the similar methods in [34] and (37), the term q(l)k,i and p
(l)
k,i can be achieved from the
following equations
p
(l)
k,i =
α
(l)
k,iP
(l)
k,i
α
(l)
k,i − P (l)k,i
, q
(l)
k,i =
α
(l)
k,iQ
(l)
k,i
α
(l)
k,i − P (l)k,i
, (40)
P
(l)
k,i = σ
−2[Φˆk]H:,i[Φ̂k]:,i − σ−4[Φˆk]H:,iΦ̂
e,(l)
k Σ
e,(l)
k (Φ̂
e,(l)
k )
H [Φˆk]:,i, (41)
Q
(l)
k,i = σ
−2[Φˆk]H:,iy
ul
k − σ−4[Φˆk]H:,iΦ̂
e,(l)
k Σ
e,(l)
k (Φ̂
e,(l)
k )
Hyulk , (42)
where Φ̂
e,(l)
k corresponds to B(l). µe,(l)k and Σe,(l)k can be defined from (23) as
µ
e,(l)
k =
1
σ2
Σ
e,(l)
k (Φ̂
e,(l)
k )
Hyulk , (43)
Σ
e,(l)
k =
(
1
σ2
(Φ̂
e,(l)
k )
HΦ̂
e,(l)
k + Γ
e,(l)
k
)−1
, (44)
and Γe,(l)k is constructed from the diagonal matrix diag
{
α
(l)
k,0, α
(l)
k,1, . . . , α
(l)
k,NL−1
}
through deleting
the diagonal elements with value of ∞. It can be checked that Φ̂e,(l)k , B(l), and Σe,(l)k only
correspond to the non-zero positions in the sparse vector h(ul)k . Hence, the inversion operation
in (44) would be much simpler than that in (23). Fortunately, when only one element in αk is
updated at each iteration, Σe,(l)k can be sequentially derived from Σ
e,(l−1)
k , whose details can be
found in the appendix of [34].
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Notice that the fast Bayesian inference just modify the recovering of αk in expectation step
of EM-VB. Correspondingly, we summarize the low complex EM-VB in Algorithm 2.
G. Complexity Analysis
For the VB method, the computational complexity mainly depends on the calculation of the
matrix inverse Σk in (23), where a computational complexity in the order ofO(N3L3) is required.
Due to the high computational complexity, we resort to the fast VB method to overcome this
bottleneck. The computational complexity can be reduced to O(M3N3t ), which is due to the fact
that MNt < NL. Moreover, in the fast VB method, a single αk,i will be updated at each iteration
instead of updating the whole αk,i, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , NL− 1}, which leads to very efficient updates
of the mean µe,(l)k and the covariance matrix Σ
e,(l)
k in (43) and (44), respectively. Because g
ul
k
is highly sparse, Σk can be constructed with fewer dimensions than NL × NL, which further
reduces the computational complexity.
IV. EFFECTIVE DOWNLINK CHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION AND ESTIMATION OVER
DELAY-DOPPLER-ANGLE DOMAIN
A. DL Channel Reconstruction at BS
Within [(n1 + (Lcp + Nt)(k − 1))Ts, (n1 + (Lcp + Nt)k − 1)Ts], each user captures its UL
channel parameter sets through achieving { ˆ˜Gulk , βˆ
ul
k , υˆ
ul
k }. However, as shown in Fig. 3, the
OTFS-based transmission happens along DL within the interval [noTs, noTs + (LD + Lcp)ND].
Thus, we should utilize UL channel characteristics seen by BS within the interval [(n1 + (Lcp +
Nt)(k− 1))Ts, (n1 + (Lcp +Nt)k− 1)Ts] to infer the time-varying trajectory of the DL channels
during the OTFS transmission. Thanks to the geometric propagation model in (2) and (6), and
we can complete this task according to the following steps.
Firstly, we utilize the sparse channel gain matrix ˆ˜Gulk , the Doppler shift vector υˆ
ul
k and the angle
basis vector βˆ
ul
k to achieve the estimations of the P UL parameter sets, i.e., {τulk,p,νulk,p,θulk,p,hulk,p}Pp=1.
Secondly, the obtained UL parameter sets are utilized to construct the DL channel parameter
sets, i.e., {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,p}Pp=1, which will be resorted to construct the delay-Doppler-angle
domain channel h¯k,i,j,q in the third step.
For the first step, as the channel gain matrix ˆ˜Gulk is sparse, we can extract several non-zero
points of ˆ˜Gulk to represent the whole original channel gain. Intuitively, we can collect the points
with most power successively, until the power efficiency reaches an acceptable rate [20]. Then we
can obtain the coordinate set for all the sparse points as {(inok,p, jnok,p)}Pp=1. Correspondingly, the UL
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Algorithm 2 UL parameter extraction of user k with fast variational Bayesian procedure
1: Input: Training vector t, hyper-parameters in {ak, bk}.
2: Initialize: Nmaxiter and the unknown vector set {βulk ,υulk }.
3: while lEM < Nmaxiter do
4: lEM = 1.
5: E-step:
6: while convergence criterion not met do
7: l = 1.
8: Choose a α(l−1)k,i (or equivalently choose a basis vector [Φˆk]:,i).
9: if (q(l−1)k,i )2 > p
(l−1)
k,i & α
(l−1)
k,i =∞ then
10: add α(l)k,i to the model.
11: else if (q(l−1)k,i )2 > p
(l−1)
k,i & α
(l−1)
k,i 6=∞ then
12: re-estimate α(l)k,i.
13: else if (q(l−1)k,i )2 < p
(l−1)
k,i then
14: prune i from the model (set α(l)k,i =∞).
15: end if
16: Update µe,(l)k and Σ
e,(l)
k .
17: Update p(l)k,i and q
(l)
k,i.
18: l← l + 1.
19: end while
20: Update gulk by (23).
21: M-step:
22: Update βulk by (29).
23: Update υulk by (32).
24: lEM ← lEM + 1.
25: end while
26: return gulk , β
ul
k and υ
ul
k .
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channel parameters of the user k can be derived from both {(inok,p, jnok,p)}Pp=1 and { ˆ˜Gulk , βˆ
ul
k , υˆ
ul
k }
as θulk,p = ϑinok,p + [βˆ
ul
k ]inok,p , ν
ul
k,p = [υˆ
ul
k ]jnok,p , τ
ul
k,p = j
no
k,pTs, and h
ul
k,pe
2piνulk,p(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts =
[ ˆ˜Gulk ]inok,p,jnok,p , p = 1, 2, . . . , P . Notice that the terms h
ul
k,p and e
2piνulk,p(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts can
not be decoupled.
After the acquiring of the UL parameter sets {τulk,p,νulk,p,θulk,p,hulk,pe2piν
ul
k,p(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts}Pp=1,
we can derive the DL parameter sets with the aid of the UL ones. In the following, we will
depict the derivation for the TDD/FDD modes, respectively.
1) Deriving the Parameters in TDD Mode: In the TDD mode, as there is the reciprocity
between the UL/DL channels, DL channel model parameters are the same of the UL ones. So
we can obtain that τk,p = jnok,pTs, θk,p = ϑinok,p + [βˆ
ul
k ]inok,p , νk,p = [υˆ
ul
k ]jnok,p .
2) Deriving the Parameters in FDD Mode: In the FDD mode, there is no reciprocity between
UL/DL channels. So DL channel parameters {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,p}Pp=1 are not the same with the
UL ones. Fortunately, since the propagation paths of the radiowaves are reciprocal, we can
derive {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p}Pp=1 with the aid of the UL ones as τk,p = jnok,pTs, θk,p = ϑinok,p + [βˆ
ul
k ]inok,p ,
and νk,p = λul[υˆulk ]jnok,p/λ. But, the channel gains can not be exactly inferred. Nevertheless, as
presented in (5), the sparse property of h¯k,i,j,q is determined by {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p}Pp=1. Thus, we can
decide the locations of the dominant elements among all h¯k,i,j,q with the UL channel parameters,
but not their exact values. However, the users can estimate h¯k,i,j,q with low overhead and can
feed back these known CSI to help the BS calibrate the P DL channel parameter sets.
Before illustrating the operations in the third step, we give the following observations about
h¯k,i,j,q. From (4) and (5), it can be concluded that h¯k,i,j,q within the OTFS transmission is exactly
determined by the {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,pe2piνk,pnoTs}Pp=1. So after the recovering of the parameter
sets {τk,p, νk,p, θk,p, hk,pe2piνulk,p(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts}Pp=1, we can only utilize the phase rotation
operation e2piν
ul
k,p(
λul
λ
no−(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp))Ts to modify hk,pe2piν
ul
k,p(n1+(Lcp+Nt)(k−1)+Lcp)Ts .
B. DL Channel Estimation
From (5), it can be checked that h¯k,i,j,q is dominant with the index setQk = {(ik,p, jk,p, qk,p)}Pp=1,
where
qk,p = bMd sin θk,p
λ
c, ik,p = bτk,pLD4fc, jk,p = bνk,pNDT c. (45)
Obviously, (ik,p, jk,p, qk,p) corresponds to the path (τk,p, νk,p, θk,p) and can be treated as this
path’s delay-Doppler-angle signature.
From (3), we can obtain the following observation: If the BS sends one effective symbol at
xl,n,m, the user k can only receive the information of this symbol at yk,l′,n′ with the index set
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(l′ = l + ik,p, n′ = n + jk,p), where (ik,p, jk,p, qk,p) ∈ Qk. In other words, the OTFS scheme
possesses the energy dispersion within the delay-Doppler domain. As shown in Fig. 5, once we
can achieve the delay and the Doppler frequencies, the exact dispersion locations within the
OTFS block can be determined, which may help us decrease the observation dimension.
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Fig. 5. The channel dispersion over the delay-Doppler-angle domain.
Let us define the M×1 vectors h¯k,l,n=[¯hk,l,n,−M
2
,. . .,h¯k,l,n,0,. . .,h¯k,l,n,M
2
−1]
T , xl,n=[xl,n,0,. . . ,xl,n,M−1]T ,
x¯l,n = [x¯l,n,0, . . . , x¯l,n,M−1]T = F∗Mxl,n, and P×1 vector h¯nok = [h¯k,ik,1,jk,1,qk,1 , . . . , h¯k,ik,P ,jk,P ,qk,P ]T
for further use, where l ∈ [0, LD−1] and n ∈ [0, ND−1]. Correspondingly, we give the LD×ND
matrices X¯s, whose (l, n)-th element is [x¯l,n]s and s ∈ [0,M −1]. Moreover, the angle signature
set for the user k is given as Qak = {qk,p}Pp=1, and the maximum dispersion length along the
delay and Doppler directions are separately written as
lG = max{{ik,p}Pp=1}Kk=1, nG = max{{|jk,p|}Pp=1}Kk=1. (46)
Then, we can rewrite (3) as follows
yk,l,n=
M−1∑
m=0
P∑
p=1
e
2pi
(l−ik,p)jk,p
ND(LD+Lcp) h˜k,ik,p,jk,p,mx(l−ik,p)LD ,〈n−ND/2−jk,p〉+ND/2,m + wk,l,n
=
P∑
p=1
e
2pi
(l−ik,p)jk,p
ND(LD+Lcp)
(
FHM h¯k,ik,p,jk,p
)T (
FTM x¯(l−ik,p)LD ,〈n−ND/2−jk,p〉+ND/2
)
+ wk,l,n
=
P∑
p=1
e
2pi
(l−ik,p)jk,p
ND(LD+Lcp)x¯(l−ik,p)LD ,〈n−ND/2−jk,p〉+ND/2,qk,p+M/2h¯k,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p + wk,l,n. (47)
According to the characteristics of 3D channels h¯k,i,j,q, we design three training schemes and
optimize the pilot pattern over the 3D cubic space {(l, n, s)|l ∈ [0, LD − 1], n ∈ [0, ND − 1], s ∈
[0,M − 1]}, which contains M layers along the angle direction. Explicitly, the s-th layer is X¯s.
1) The Case that All Paths of the User k are Orthogonal over Delay-Doppler domain:
Interestingly, we analyze one special case, where different scattering paths of the user k have
distinguished delays or Doppler frequencies. To fully exploit the energy dispersion effective of
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the OTFS, we adopt the embedded pilot structure [24] to estimate h¯k,i,j,q and place only one
effective pilot within fixed rectangle area of X¯s. Without loss of generality, this training part is
fixed in the region {(l, n)|l ∈ [0, . . . , lG], n ∈ [0, . . . , 2nG]} of X¯s. With the previous results,
it can be checked that the user k can receive signal from P layers within the 3D cubic region,
i.e., X¯qk,p+M/2, p=1, 2, . . . , P . Taking all the K users into consideration, we would fix only one
non-zero pilot at x¯0,nG,q+M/2=
√
σ2p , where q∈{Qa1∪Qa2∪. . .∪QaK} and σ2p is the training power.
With (47), it can be determined that the user k achieves the non-zero training power at P grids
{yk,ik,1,nG+jk,1 , yk,ik,2,nG+jk,2 , . . . , yk,ik,P ,nG+jk,P }, which separately correspond to the elements in
h¯nok . Moreover, yk,ik,p,nGk +jk,p , p ∈ [1, P ], can be given as
yk,ik,p,nGk +jk,p =x¯0,nGk ,qk,p+M/2h¯k,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p + wk,ik,p,nGk +jk,p ,
=
√
σ2ph¯k,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p + wk,ik,p,nGk +jk,p . (48)
Then, we can obtain
̂¯hk,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p =
√
1
σ2p
yk,ik,p,nGk +jk,p . (49)
2) The Case that Different Paths of the User k are Orthogonal over Angle Domain: We
consider the case where different scattering paths of the user k have distinguished angles, k=
1, 2, . . . , K. For clear explanation, we firstly consider one user k. Without loss of generality,
we assume that BS would send the user k effective data from the rectangle region of the P
effective layers, i.e., X¯qk,p+M2 , p=1, 2, . . . , P . Specially, in X¯qk,p+M2 , the effective data lie in the
region {(l, n)|l∈[lk,p, lk,p+Wd−1], n∈[nk,p, nk,p+WD−1]}, where Wd and WD are the maximum
lengthes of this region along the delay and Doppler directions, respectively. Then, the user k
would receive P signal components along different scattering paths, and each component has the
same size with Yk. Here, we denote the p-th received signal part from X¯qk,p+M2 as Yk,p, which
experiences the channel h¯k,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p . Correspondingly, [Yk,p]l,n can be derived from (47) as
[Yk,p]l,n = e
2pi
(l−ik,p)jk,p
ND(LD+Lcp) h¯k,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p [X¯qk,p+M/2](l−ik,p)LD ,〈n−ND/2−jk,p〉+ND/2, (50)
which means that each grid in Yk,p is associated only one symbol in Xqk,p+M/2. Then, Yk can
be rewritten as
Yk =
P∑
p=1
Yk,p + Wk, (51)
where the (l, n)-th element of Wk is equal to wk,l,n.
To simply capture the path diversity, we align the associated grids for [X¯qk,1+M/2]lk,1+u,nk,1+v ,
[X¯qk,2+M/2]lk,2+u,nk,2+v. . . [X¯qk,P+M/2]lk,P+u,nk,P+v to the same position, u ∈ [0,Wd−1], v ∈ [0,WD−
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Fig. 6. Path scheduling under the multi-user case.
1]. Hence, the related positions for P effective data rectangles over the 3D cubic area should
satisfy (lk,1 + ik,1)LD = (lk,2 + ik,2)LD = · · · = (lk,P + ik,P )LD and (nk,1 + jk,1)ND = (nk,2 +
jk,2)ND = · · · = (nk,P + jk,P )ND , which is shown in Fig. 6.
Without loss of generality, we restrict the effective observation region of user k in one rectangle
of Yk, which can be described by the grid set Ark as
Ark = {(l, n)|l ∈ [lk, lk +Wd − 1], n ∈ [nk, nk +WD − 1]}, (52)
where the element in Ark is the index of effective observation grid. Then, for (l, n) ∈ Ark, it
receives the information from P grids within the 3D cubic area, whose specific locations in X¯s
can be written as {((l − ik,1)LD , 〈n − ND/2 − jk,1〉 + ND/2, qk,1 + M/2), ((l − ik,2)LD , 〈n −
ND/2− jk,2〉+ND/2, qk,2 +M/2), . . . , ((l− ik,P )LD , 〈n−ND/2− jk,P 〉+ND/2, qk,P +M/2)}.
Then, with respect to Ark, the effective transmission region of the X¯qk.p+M2 can be written as
Atk,p =
{
(l, n)|l = (l′ − ik,p)LD , n = 〈n′ −ND/2− jk,p〉+ND/2, (l′, n′) ∈ Ark
}
. (53)
Thus, combine (50) and (51), we obtain
[Yk]Ark =
P∑
p=1
Φ¯qk,p+M/2  [X¯qk,p+M/2]Atk,p︸ ︷︷ ︸
X¯e
k,qk,p+M/2
h¯k,ik,p,jk,p,qk,p + [Wk]Ark
=[X¯ek,qk,1+M/2, . . . , X¯
e
k,qk,P+M/2
]h¯nok + [Wk]Ark , (54)
where [Φ¯qk,p+M/2]u,v = e
2pi
(lk+u−ik,p)jk,p
ND(LD+Lcp) , u∈ [0,Wd−1], v ∈ [0,WD−1] and the Wd×WD matrix
X¯ek,qk,p+M/2 is given above.
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Since only P unknown channel gains should be estimated, we choose P symbols in Ark as
the training observation grids, whose indexes can be listed as {(lk, nk), (lk, nk + 1), . . . , (lk, nk +
P − 1)}. Correspondingly, we have
[Yk]lk,nk:nk+P−1 =
[
[X¯ek,qk,1+M/2]0,0:P−1, . . . , [X¯
e
k,qk,P+M/2
]0,0:P−1
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tk
h¯nok + [Wk]lk,nk:nk+P−1, (55)
where the P × P training matrix Tk is defined in the above equation. Then, with LS estimator,
we can obtain
h¯nok = T
−1
k [Yk]lk,nk:nk+P−1, (56)
where the optimal training matrix should satisfy THk Tk = σ
2
pIP .
The above strategy can be extended for the multi-user case. Due to the inter-user interference,
it is necessary to schedule Atk,p to assure the effective transmitting regions for different users do
not overlap in the 3D cubic area. To fully exploit the super resolution over the angle domain,
we schedule the users with two steps: within the first step, the users would be separated over the
angle domain, while in the second step, we further separate the users, that have overlapped angle
signatures, in the delay-Doppler domain. Then, the users with non-overlapped angle signatures
sets are allocated to the same group Gg (g = 1, 2, . . . , G), i.e.,
Qak1 ∩Qak2 = ∅, dist(Qak1 ,Qak2) ≥ Dθ, (57)
where dist(Qak1,Qak2),min|qk1,p− qk2,p|,∀qk1,p ∈ Qak1 ,∀qk2,p ∈ Qak2 , and the protection gap Dθ
is added to mitigate the effect of the channel power leakage along the angle direction. For
k1, k2 ∈ Gg, we assign them the same observation region over the delay-Doppler domain, i.e.,
Ark1 = Ark2 = ArGg , but different angle grids, i.e., Qak1 ∩Qak2 = ∅, k1 6= k2.
With different user groups Gg1 , Gg2 , we assign distinguished delay-Doppler domain observation
regions to satisfy the following constraints:
ArGg1 ∩ A
r
Gg2 = ∅, dist(A
r
Gg1 ,A
r
Gg2 )  {Dτ , Dν}, (58)
where dist(Arg1 ,Arg2)  {Dτ , Dν} means min |l1− l2| ≥ Dτ or min|n1−n2| ≥ Dν , ∀(l1, n1) ∈
Arg1 ,∀(l2, n2)∈Arg2 , and the guard gaps Dτ and Dν are mainly utilized to combat the dispersion
effect of the 3D channels h¯k,i,j,q along the delay and Doppler directions, respectively. Typically,
we can separately set Dτ and Dν as Dτ = lG and Dν = 2nG. One typical example is presented in
Fig. 7. After scheduling, the BS can map different users’ respective data with the scheduled delay-
Doppler-angle domain grids, send the different data to the users within the same OTFS block,
and occupy different 3D resources. Then, the users can parallel demap and decode respective
data without inter-user interference.
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3) General Case: Unfortunately, in practice, all paths of one user may be not distinguished
over the angle or delay-Doppler domains. Theoretically, we can schedule the delay-Doppler-
angle domain resources according to the overlapping situation of the paths and achieve effective
channel estimation schemes, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, we present
one feasible channel recovering method for this general case.
Taking all the K users into consideration, we would fix the effective pilots of X¯q+M/2 in the
region {(l, n)|l ∈ (ls, ls+Hd−1), n ∈ (ns+HD−1)}, where q ∈ {Qa1∪Qa2∪ . . .∪QaK}, and ls,
ns separately denote the left and the bottom bounds of the effective pilot region within X¯s.
Moreover, Hd, HD are the maximum widths of the pilot region along the delay and Doppler
axes, respectively. Moreover, we assume that the effective pilot region satisfies l+ik,p<LD−1
and 0<n+jk,p<ND−1, where {(l, n)|l∈(ls, ls+Hd−1), n∈(ns+HD−1)}, k∈ [1, K], and p∈[1, P ].
Under this case, the observation regions for the pilots at all users are continuous regions.
With (47) and the delay-Doppler-angle signature for the user k, we can check that yk,l,n
may have the non-zero entries within the region {(l, n)|l ∈ [ls + imink , ls + Hd − 1 + lG], n ∈
[ns + j
min
k , ns + HD − 1 + jmaxk ]}, where imink = min {ik,p}Pp=1, jmink = min {jk,p}Pp=1,
and jmaxk = max {jk,p}Pp=1. For simplicity, we rewrite (47) into the vector-matrix form. For
user k, we can arrange yk,l,n within the region {(l, n)|l ∈ [ls + imink , ls + Hd − 1 + lG], n ∈
[ns + j
min
k , ns + HD − 1 + jmaxk ]} into one column vector yek ∈ C(Hd+lG−imink )(HD+jmaxk −jmink )×1,
whose ((HD+jmaxk −jmink )(l−(ls+imink ))+n−(ns+jmink ))-th elements equal to yk,l,n. Finally, we
can obtain the rewritten received signal (47) as
yek = V
e
k  X¯ek︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ψek
h¯nok + w
e
k, (59)
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where the X¯ek ∈ C(Hd+lG−imink )(HD+jmaxk −jmink )×P is the two-dimensional periodic convolution
matrix with the ((HD + jmaxk − jmink )(l − (ls + imink )) + n− (ns + jmink ), p− 1)-th element of
X¯ek being equal to x¯l−ik,p,n−jk,p,qk,p , V
e
k ∈ C(Hd+lG−imink )(HD+jmaxk −jmink )×P is a matrix with the
((HD +j
max
k − jmink )(l − (ls + imink )) + n− (ns + jmink ), p− 1)-th element being e2pi
(l−ik,p)jk,p
ND(LD+Lcp) ,
and wek is the AWGN vector, whose element has zero mean and variance σ
2. Finally, by using
LS method we can obtain
ˆ¯hnok =
(
(Ψek)
TΨek
)−1
(Ψek)
Tyek, (60)
where the matrix (Ψek)
TΨek is low-dimensional.
C. Pilot Overhead Analysis
In our proposed DL channel estimation scheme, the training overhead comes from two parts:
the UL channel parameter extraction and the DL 3D channel recovering, where the former
happens over the frequency-time-antenna domain while the latter lies in the delay-Doppler-
angle domain. With respect to the first part, we utilize the time domain training sequence of
length K(Lcp + Nt). Then, along the DL, we construct three training schemes over delay-
Doppler-angle domain according to the characteristics of the scattering paths. When all paths
of any user can be separated over the delay-Doppler domain, no more than min{KP,M} grids
over the delay-Doppler-angle domain are needed. Moreover, if all paths of any user can be
distinguished over the delay-Doppler domain, it takes us KP 2 grids in the 3D cubic resource
region to estimate the gains for all DL scattering paths. With respect to the general case, the
pilot overhead is min{KPHdHD,MHdHD} at most, where Hd and HD can be appropriately
selected according to (60). It is noticed that the work in [26] only considers DL. However,
in practice, the communication happens along both DL and UL. If [26] analyze the UL OTFS
channel estimation, the similar pilot overhead with ours would be utilized. Moreover, the authors
in [26] only focus the channel estimation but not the data transmission process for multiple users.
In our work, we have given some feasible schemes for serving multiple users with the massive
MIMO-OTFS. The proper path scheduling algorithm is given to avoid the inter-user interference.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm through numerical simulation.
Unless otherwise specified, we consider the TDD model. The number of BS’s antennas is M =
64, the carrier frequency is 6 GHz, and the antenna spacing d is set as the half wavelength. The
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K users move at the speed vs ∈ [200, 400] Km/h, and their maximal Doppler shift frequency is
2.22 kHz. With respect to the massive MIMO-OTFS scheme, the number of the subcarriers is
LD = 512, the number of the OFDM symbols within one OTFS block is ND = 128, the length
of CP is Lcp = 32, and the sampling time period Ts = 120 MHz . Correspondingly, the resolutions
over the delay and the Doppler domains are Ts and 1(LD+Lcp)NDTs ≈ 287 Hz, respectively. For
the high mobility channel parameters, τk,p is randomly chosen from {0, Ts, 2Ts, . . . , 15Ts}, while
θk,p and νk,p are uniformly distributed within [−10◦, 50◦] and [−2.22, 2.22] kHz, respectively.
Moreover, the power of multi-path channel gain hk,p is normalized as 1, i.e.,
P∑
p=1
E{|hk,p|2} = 1.
Furthermore, in our simulations, the angle grids ϑn lie uniformly within [−90◦, 90◦], and the
number of the angle grids is 90. For the delay grids, the total number is L = 20, and the delay
girds can be written as {0, Ts, . . . , 19Ts}.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is expressed as SNR = 10 log10 σ2p/σ
2 dB. Here, we use the
normalized mean square error (MSE) for both UL channel parameters gulk , β
ul
k , υ
ul
k , h¯
no
k and DL
delay-Doppler-angle channel vector h¯nok as the performance metric, which is defined as
MSEx = E
{ ||xˆ− x||2
||x||2
}
,x = gulk ,β
ul
k ,υ
ul
k , h¯
no
k , (61)
where xˆ is the estimation of x.
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Fig. 8. The MSEs of gulk versus SNRs at different users’ moving speeds.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows the MSE performance for gulk and β
ul
k , υ
ul
k at different SNRs, where
three mobility conditions, i.e., vs = 120, 240, 360 Km/h, are considered. Moreover, we set the
number of paths and observation points as P = 12 and Nt = 40, respectively. Notice that we
use the notation “fast EM-VB” to denote the low complex EM-VB algorithm. As shown in Fig.
8 and Fig. 9, the MSE decreases as the SNR increases. Besides, the bigger the speed vs is, the
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k versus SNRs at different users’ moving speeds.
higher the MSE curves of gulk , β
ul
k , and υ
ul
k are. However, the difference is very little, which
is not the same with the case in [19]. This is because that we directly recover the physical
intrinsic parameters {τulk,l, υulk,l, θulk,l} but not the mobility channels. Furthermore, it can be seen
from Fig. 8 that the performance of our proposed fast EM-VB is only 2 ∼ 3 dB lower than that
of EM-VB, which shows the effectiveness and robustness of fast EM-VB. Notice that, in Fig.
9, we only present the fast EM-VB performance for the clarity. In the following, all our present
performance curves are from the fast EM-VB.
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Fig. 10. The MSE curves of the channel parameters versus lEM .
In Fig. 10, we give the MSE curves of the channel parameters versus the EM iteration index
lEM . Two different SNRs, i.e., 10dB and 20dB, are examined. Same with Fig. 8, we set P = 12,
and Nt = 40. It can be checked from Fig.10 only five iterations are needed for βulk ,υ
ul
k , and g
ul
k
30
to achieve their steady states.
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Fig. 11. The true and recovered locations of the non-zero elements for G˜ulk .
Fig. 11 displays the true and estimated locations of the nonzero elements within G˜ulk . It can be
found that there are only P = 12 dominant paths for user k. Moreover, from the two sub-figures,
we can find the accurate support recovery capability of our algorithm.
In Fig. 12, we study the MSE performance of gulk ’s estimation with respect to the number
of observations Nt, where P = 12, and SNR = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 dB. It can be found that
with the number of observations increasing, the MSEs for all SNRs gradually decrease and
would converge to different steady states. Moreover, the higher the SNR is, the faster the MSE
curves would converge. The above observations are not unexpected and can be explained as
follows. Much more observations can help us determine the nonzero locations of gulk in one
easier way, which could enhance the estimation performance of gulk . However, the MSEs of g
ul
k
are determined by the training power and the noise variance. With different P at fixed SNR,
the training power is fixed. Hence, increasing of P can make sure that MSEs of gulk always
decrease.
In order to examine the impact of gulk ’s sparsity on its estimation performance, we present
gulk ’s MSE curves with different P in Fig. 13. Moreover, Nt is fixed as 18, which means that the
maximum unknown parameters that low complex VB-EM can effectively estimate is 18. Hence,
the bigger P is, the less sparse gulk will be. From Fig. 13, we have the following observations:
If P is smaller than Nt, the MSE curves of gulk decrease with the increasing of P , which is
because that it is difficult for the low complex EM-VB to determine the few nonzero locations
of gulk . However, when P becomes bigger than Nt, we can not construct enough independent
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Fig. 12. The MSE performance of gulk ’s estimation with respect to Nt.
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Fig. 13. The MSEs of gulk under different sparsity conditions.
observation equations for unknown nonzero elements in gulk , even if the exact nonzero locations
of gulk are known.
Finally, we show the MSE curves for the DL delay-Doppler-angle domain h¯k,i,j,q. Here, the
case that different paths of the user k are orthogonal over angle domain is considered. The FDD
model is considered here, where the carrier frequency along the DL is set as 5.98 GHz. Moreover,
the corresponding performance for the methods in [19] are also presented for comparison. In
order to apply the scheme in [19], we adopt the CE-BEM to describe the time-varying massive
MIMO channels with BEM coefficient vectors over the time domain, and utilize the framework in
[19] to track different BEM coefficient vectors in different OFDM symbols. Then, we construct
the high mobility channel in the time domain, and use (4), (5) to obtain the corresponding
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delay-Doppler-angle domain channel. From Fig. 14, we can see that the performance of the
massive MIMO-OTFS based DL channel estimator is much better than that of block fading
based method. Moreover, similar to Fig. 8 and Fig. 14, different form the block fading based
method, the performance of the massive MIMO-OTFS based DL channel estimator is not closely
coupled with the users’ mobility speeds.
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Fig. 14. The MSEs of h¯nok under different sparsity conditions.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examined the UL-aided high mobility DL channel estimation scheme for
the massive MIMO-OTFS networks. The EM-VB framework was utilized to recover the UL
channel parameters including the angles, the delays, the Doppler frequencies, and the channel
gains. Then, we resorted to the fast Bayesian inference to design one low complex EM-VB.
Correspondingly, the angle, the delay, and the Doppler reciprocity between UL and DL was
fully exploited to reconstruct the parameters for DL channels at BS. Furthermore, DL massive
MIMO channel estimation over the delay-Doppler-angle domain was carefully studied. Within
this phase, we analyzed the channel dispersion of the OTFS over the delay-Doppler domain and
designed three DL 3D channel training schemes according to the scattering characteristics over
the 3D angle-delay-Doppler domain. Simulation results showed that our proposed strategy is
valid and has strong robustness.
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